Supporting requirements formulation in software formal verification
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Abstract

Formal verification tools, such as model checkers, have reached a stage were their applicability in the design and development of dependable and safety critical systems has become viable. While the formal verification step in tools such as model checkers is fully automated, writing appropriate models and properties is a skilful process. In particular, a correct understanding of the logics used to express properties is needed to guarantee that properties correctly encode the original requirements. In this paper we present a properties editor tool which can help in simplifying the process of encoding requirements as logical formulae for verification purposes.

1. Introduction

Formal verification is becoming established as a useful and powerful technique for guaranteeing the correctness of software. Tool support for formal verification must now go beyond the actual verification step and address issues from the editing of models and properties, to helping the interpretation of verification results. One specific aspect that deserves attention is the writing of properties to be verified.

Properties must encode relevant requirements of the system. The formalization of requirements is still pretty much an open issue. Going from a written account of system requirements to a formal description of those requirements, is no easy task. In this paper we do not address that problem directly. Instead, we take a pragmatics approach, and look at how to facilitate the writing of the formal properties. To that end, we are developing a tool that enables engineers to obtain correct properties formalization, even with limited knowledge of the logic in which properties are expressed.

2. Property specification patterns

Expressing properties in a formal language can be a complex task. As discussed, in order to address this, a tool to help property creation is being developed. The tool is based on the notion of property patterns.

A pattern is a means to capture proven solutions to known problems, and demonstrate how they can be used in practice to solve the same or similar problems in new situations [1]. Dwyer et al. [2] carried out an extensive review of published property specifications, and proposed a system of property specification patterns. Each pattern features a description, including the pattern’s intent, usage examples, relationships to other patterns, and mappings to different logics (e.g., LTL and CTL [3]). Campos and Machado [4] carried out a similar study for the area of Discrete Event Systems (DES). They found that many of Dwyer et al.’s patterns can be applied, but also found a number of new patterns occurring in the DES literature. In particular, they identified the need to restrict the formulation of the properties to a subset of all the states in the model (e.g. to consider stable states in the model only [5]).

An example of a pattern is the “Precedence” pattern which implies the requirement that some event or state P must occur before some other event or state Q. Its formulation in CTL is:

\[ \text{A}[-\text{Q} \land \text{P}] \]

which is read as: it is always the case (A) that Q cannot happen (¬Q), until (W) P happens.

Typically, however, model checkers (c.f., NuSMV), do not support the weak until operator (W). Hence, the property above must in practice be expressed as:

\[ \neg \text{E}[\neg \text{P} \lor (\text{Q} \land \neg \text{P})] \]

which states the same but in a rather more convoluted manner: it is never the case that P will not happen before Q.

Figure 1 shows an extract of the Precedence pattern. As can be seen, properties get more complex when scoping and stable states are considered.

3. The Patterns Editor tool

Using the patterns mentioned above implies first selecting the most appropriate patterns, and then instantiating it with appropriate values. This can be an error
prone process. The Properties Editor tool (see Figure 2) supports both aspects of the problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property Pattern: Precedence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intent:</strong> To express that some event or state P must occur before some other event or state Q. Conceptually this pattern is the opposite of the response pattern. Notice that the pattern is defined for the current state only. If needed it can be combined with the universality pattern.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basic Formulation:**

| CTL: | A[¬Q W P] |
| LTL: | ¬Q W P |

Whatever the system behavior, P will always happen before Q happens.

**Scoping (CTL)**

| After S_p: | A[¬S_t W (S_t ∧ ¬S_p)] |
| After S_p until S_p: | AG((S_t ∧ ¬S_p) → A[¬Q W (P ∨ S_p)]) |

**Scoping (LTL)**

| After S_p: | G(¬S_t) ∨ F(S_t ∧ (¬Q W P)) |
| After S_p until S_p: | G((S_t ∧ ¬S_p) → ¬Q W (P ∨ S_p)) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stable Formulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CTL:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LTL:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P always precedes Q in stable states.

**Examples:** (…)

![Figure 2. The Property Editor tool](image)

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have looked at the issue of supporting the expression of property specifications. Tool support is being developed to address this issue. Together with its pattern collection, the Property Editor tool allows the expression of complex properties using basic knowledge of propositional logic only.
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